Year 6 Block 3 Music Knowledge Organiser - World Music
Knowledge
Nordic folk music includes a number of traditions in Northern European, especially
Scandinavian countries.
The Land of Eternal Winter - Antti Martikainen
1

This a Nordic folkish song with a kantele and acoustic guitars in the background and
accordions, recorders and violins forming the lead melodies. The dynamics slowly build as
the song goes on (crescendo).
Ramin Djawadi
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Djawadi used the cello as the lead instrument. The piece begins in a minor (sad sounding)
key, then switches between corresponding major (happy sounding) and minor keys
repeatedly. Some of the instruments used include mournful strings, mighty horns, and the
Armenian double-reed woodwind known as a duduk.
The riﬀ:

Herr Mannelig - Garmarna
3

Herr Mannelig is a Swedish folk ballad that tells the story of a female mountain troll
(bergatroll) who proposes marriage to a young human man. It is in the minor key. Some of
the instruments used are the guitar, violin, percussion and hurdy-gurdy.

Viking chant

Group 1 (repeat twice):
{ 1 } { 2 } {
3
} { 4 }
Row, Row, Row, Row, Row!

Vocabulary
1. Melody

A sequence of single notes that is musically
satisfying; a tune.

Group 2 (repeat twice):
{
1
}{ 2
}{ 3
}{ 4 }
The Vikings are coming, run and hide!

2. Scat sounds

It is a type of jazz singing where meaningless
sounds are improvised and added to the vocals.

3. Syncopation

A shifting of the normal accent, usually by stressing
the normally weaker beats.

Group 3 (repeat twice):
{
1
}{ 2 } {
3
}{ 4
Terrifying faces, big bushy beards!

4. Conductor

A person who directs the performance of an
orchestra or choir.

5. Metre

It is a recurring pattern of stresses or accents that
provide the pulse or beat of music.

6. Pentatonic
Scale

A pentatonic scale is a musical scale with five
notes per octave.

14. Riﬀ

A riﬀ is an ostinato; a repeated chord progression,
pattern, or melody, often played by rhythmic
instruments.

Group 4 (repeat twice):
{
1
}{2 } { 3
}{ 4
Swords and axes, helmets, shields!

}

}

Group 5 (repeat twice):
{
1
}{
2
}{ 3 } { 4
My knees are knocking, I’m awful scared!

}

